We prove existence, uniqueness and comparison theorems for a class of parabolic semilinear stochastic partial di erential equations with nonlinearities of polynomial growth in the case of several space dimension.
Introduction
Let D ⊂ R d be a bounded convex domain with smooth boundary @D. We consider the nonlinear stochastic partial di erential equation @ @t u(t; x) = @ @x i a ij (x) @ @x j u(t; x) + g i (t; x; u(t; x)) + f(t; x; u(t; x)) + i (t; x; u(t; x)) d dt W i ; t¿0; x ∈ D (1.1)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions u(t; x) = 0; t¿0; x ∈ @D and the initial condition u(0; x) = u 0 (x); x∈ D;
where W is a k-dimensional Wiener process and u 0 ∈ L (D) . The functions f = f(t; x; r), g i = g i (t; x; r), i = i (t; x; r) are locally Lipschitz functions in r ∈ R; f and i have linear growth and g i , i := 1; 2; : : : ; d have polynomial growth in r. Equations of this type with i = 0 arise in physics and have extensively been studied in the literature (see e.g. Ladyzhenskaya et al., 1968; Matsumura and Nishihara, 1994) . A famous example in one space dimension is Burgers' equation, when a ij = 1, = 0, f = 0; g(t; x; r) = 1 2 r 2 (see e.g. Burgers, 1948; Hopf, 1950; Liu and Yu, 1997) , and the references therein). In connection with investigations of turbulence various types of stochastic Burgers equations have recently become the topic of intensive research. (See e.g. Brick et al., 1996; Truman and Zhao, 1996 , and the references therein.) Stochastic Burgers' equations with additive and multiplicative space-time white noise have been investigated in many papers (see e.g. Bertini et al., 1994; Da Prato et al., 1995; Da Prato and Gatarek, 1995) . In Bertini et al. (1995) Burger's equation with additive space-time white noise is solved by an adaptation of the Hopf-Cole transformation. The existence and uniqueness of an L (D)-valued solution and the existence of an invariant measure are proved in Da Prato et al. (1995) and in Da Prato and Gatarek (1995) for the Burgers equation with space-time white noise when D = [0; 1]. The existence and uniqueness theorem from Da Prato and Gatarek (1995) is generalized in Gy ongy (1998) to the case of the above equation in one space dimension with space-time white noise, when g has quadratic growth. The density of the solution is investigated in Lanjri and Nualart (1999) , Morien (1999) , LÃ eon et al. (1999) . A large deviation principle is proved for the same type of equations in Cardon-Weber (1999a) . The case of the real line in place of D := [0; 1] is investigated in Gy ongy and Nualart (1999) .
In the present paper, we assume linear growth condition on f and i ; i = 1; : : : ; k; and polynomial growth of any order ¿1 on g i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; d. Our aim is to study the existence and uniqueness of solution of Eq. (1.1). Since we deal with a nonlinear equation in arbitrary space dimension, we have to consider white noise in time instead of space-time white noise. Our existence and uniqueness result is based on some L p -estimates on integral operators whose kernels satisfy conditions (A) -(C) from Section 3. These conditions can easily be veriÿed for the Green function of the Dirichlet problem for Eq. (1.1) with g i = 0; f = 0; i = 0, by known estimates. We remark that conditions (A) -(C) hold for the Green functions of a class of partial di erential equations, which is essentially larger than the class of second-order parabolic equations considered in this paper. This shows the possibility of extending our existence and uniqueness theorem to a wider class of problems. In connection with this remark see, e.g., Cardon-Weber (1999b) and the references therein.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the rigorous formulation of the problem and we present the main results, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. These theorems generalise the existence-uniqueness and comparison theorems presented for the onedimensional equation in Gy ongy and Rovira (1999) to the case of the above equation. The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires several technical results which are given in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 by an approximation argument.
Formulation of the problem
Let ( ; F; F t ; P) be a stochastic basis carrying a k-dimensional F t -Brownian motion {W j (t): t¿0; 16j6k}. We will denote by P the predictable -algebra on R + × .
Let be an F t -stopping time. We say that an L -valued continuous F t -adapted random ÿeld u = {u(t; ·); t ∈ R + } is a solution of our equation in the interval [0; ) if for every test function ' ∈ C 2 (D) ;
a.s. for all t ∈ [0; ). The solution in the interval [0; ] is deÿned similarly, when is ÿnite.
To formulate our results we assume the following set of assumptions (H):
is a bounded convex set with smooth boundary. (H 1 ) The matrix a ij (x) is symmetric for every x ∈ D and it satisÿes the uniform ellipticity condition
The functions g i are of the form g i (t; x; r) = g i1 (x; t; r)+g i2 (t; r), where g i1 and g i2 are Borel functions of (t; x; r) ∈ R + × D × R and of (t; r) ∈ R + × R, respectively. For every T ¿0 there is a constant K such that |g i1 (t; x; r)|6K(1 + |r|); |g i2 (t; r)|6K(1 + |r| ) for all t ∈ [0; T ]; x ∈ D; r ∈ R; with some ¿1 for all i = 1; : : : ; d. (H 3 ) The functions f = f(t; x; r); j = j (t; x; r); j = 1; : : : ; k are Borel functions satisfying the linear growth condition in r: 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2:1 are fulÿlled. Let v 0 be an F 0 -measurable random element in L (D) such that almost surely u 0 (x)6v 0 (x) for dx-almost every x ∈ D. Let F = F(t; x; r) be a function satisfying the same conditions as f in Theorem 2:1. Assume that for dt × d x-almost every (t; x) ∈ [0; T ] × D we have f(t; x; r)6F(t; x; r) for all r ∈ R. Then u(t; x)6v(t; x) almost surely for all t ∈ [0; T ] for dx-almost every x ∈ D; where v denotes the solution of Eq. (2:1) with u 0 and f replaced by v 0 and F; respectively.
Since the proof of Theorem 2.1 is rather lengthy, for the convenience of the reader we brie y explain its basic method and steps. First, we present some estimates on a class of integral operators whose kernel satisÿes conditions (A) -(C) below. These estimates are formulated in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. Conditions (A) -(C) hold for the Green function of the Dirichlet problem for Eq. (1.1) with f = 0; g i = 0; i = 0 by well-known estimates. We note that these conditions are satisÿed also by the Green functions of a large class of partial di erential equations. This motivates the general formulation of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. Using these lemmas we reformulate Eq. (2.1) as an integral equation (Proposition 3.7), and we get the existence and uniqueness of the solution by a standard ÿxed point argument when the nonlinear functions f; g i are suitably truncated (Proposition 4.1). Hence the uniqueness of the solution to Eq. (2.1) follows immediately. In order to prove the existence of the solution we approximate f; g i in Eq. (2.1) by bounded Lipschitz functions. First we show, via establishing an energy inequality (Lemma 4.3), that the solutions {u n : n = 1; 2 : : :} to the approximations of Eq. (2.1) are bounded in probability (Proposition 4.4). Hence, making use of the estimates of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we get the tightness of the sequence {u n : n = 1; 2 : : :} in C([0; T ]; L (D)). Using the tightness of the approximations u n and the uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (2.1) we show that u n converges in probability to a random ÿeld u, which solves Eq. (2.1). In this step we use a general device based on Skorokhod's representation theorem and on a characterization of convergence in probability in terms of convergence in law (Lemma 4.2). Finally, we get the existence of a stochastic modiÿcation of the solution u = u(t; x), which is continuous in (t; x), by using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 again.
Preliminaries
First, we present some estimates on the integral operators playing a key role in the proof of the main result. Let H (s; t; x; y) be a real function of 06s¡t6T; x; y ∈ D, where D is a convex domain in R d . Assume that there are some Borel functions a; b; c, such that for some p¿1 for all 06s¡t6T; x; y ∈ D |H (s; t; x; y)|6a(t − s; x − y); 
is a random ÿeld and X is a set in a functional space, then a statement saying that (almost surely) h is in X means that h has a stochastic modiÿcation which is in X (almost surely).
Let q¿1. Deÿne the linear operator J by
, provided the integral exists. Now, we formulate our basic estimate on the operator J which is a generalization of Lemma 3.1 from Gy ongy (1998). We remark that Lemma 3.1 in Gy ongy (1998) is proved only in one space dimension and under stronger conditions that we require below. 
for all t6T and
Proof. By (A) and Minkowski's inequality
Hence by Young's inequality with 1= = 1=p + 1=q − 1, and then by H older's inequality with exponent ¿Ä −1 we get
with some constant C. So we have obtained (3.2).
To prove (ii) notice that for 06s¡t6T
where
|H (t; r; ·; y) − H (r; s; ·; y) v(r; y)| dy dr:
As we have already seen above
with some constant C. To estimate A 2 we use the simple inequality
for ∈ [0; 1]; P := H (r; t; x; y); Q := H (r; s; x; y), and that
Thus by (A) and using Minkowski's and Young's inequalities we get
where h(r; s; t − s; z) :
By H older's inequality with m := 1= ; n := 1=(1 − )
by virtue of (A) and (C), where K p is the constant from (A), (C). Consequently,
From (3.5) -(3.7) we get (3.3). Now, we are going to prove (iii). Clearly,
|H (r; t; ·; y)| |v(r; y)|dy dr;
|H (r; t; · + z; y) − H (r; t; ·; y)| |v(r; y)|dy dr;
x ∈ D}\D, and 1 S denotes the indicator function of a set S. Estimating B 2 in the same fashion as we have estimated A 2 above, we get
by virtue of conditions (A), (B), where
and ÿ ∈ (0; 1). By H older's inequality with m := 1=ÿ; n := 1=(1 − ÿ) and then by Minkowski's inequality
by virtue of (A), (B) and the shift-invariance of the Lebesgue measure. Consequently,
To estimate term B 1 in (3.8) we use ÿrst H older's inequality with n; m¿1; 1=n + 1=m = 1, and then Young's inequality with = n ; p ; q satisfying 1=(n ) = 1=p + 1=q − 1. Thus,
where is the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure and R is the diameter of D. Taking m := 1=(ÿ ) we get
for all t ∈ [0; T ], where p = (1=pÿ) −1 , and C is a constant. Hence by (3.8) -(3.10) we get estimate (3.4).
To prove (iv) notice that for
where B 2 is the same expression as that in (3.8) with = ∞. Hence (iv) follows from (3.9).
Corollary 3.2. Assume (A)-(C) with Ä p ¿0. Let n (t; x) be a sequence of random ÿelds on [0; T ] × D such that almost surely
where n is a ÿnite random variable for every n. Assume that the sequence n is bounded in probability. Then for 06 ¡min(
Proof. One can easily prove that a set is compact in
T ], and if for some ¿ and constant C
Hence by Lemma 3.1 the closure of the set
is compact in V for every positive number R. Note that in case = ∞ the set R is bounded in C ; ÿ ([0; T ]×D) for every ¡min(Ä p = p ; Ä p ) = : 0 ; 06ÿ¡min(Ä=Â; 1) =: ÿ 0 by Lemma 3.1 (parts (ii) -(iv)). Consequently, in case of = ∞ the set R is compact in C ; ÿ ([0; T ] × D) for every 06 ¡ 0 ; 06ÿ¡ÿ 0 . Hence for every ¿0
for su ciently large R, which proves the lemma.
Next, we investigate the random ÿeld Á(t; x) deÿned by
is a Wiener martingale, and H (s; t; x; y) satisÿes assumptions (A) -(C). We will often use the notation E
1=
for {E } 1= , when is a nonnegative random variable. for some ¿(2Ä p − 1) −1 . Then the stochastic Itô integral I (v)(t; x) is well deÿned for every t ∈ [0; T ]; x ∈ D. Moreover; the following estimates hold:
(1) For every m¿0 we have a constant C such that
m= (2 ) (3.12)
m= (2 ) (3.13)
m= (2 ) (3.14)
Proof. The stochastic integral By H older's inequality
where := =(1 − ). By virtue of condition (A) the random variable Z is almost surely ÿnite if (−2 + 2Ä p ) ¿ − 1, and (3.11) holds. Note that (−2 + 2Ä p ) ¿ − 1 i p ¿1=2 and ¿(2Ä p − 1) −1 . Now, we are going to prove statement (1). Using the Burkholder-Gundy-Davis inequality we get a constant C such that
Hence using (A) we obtain a constant C such that
m= (2 ) for all t ∈ (0; T ); x ∈ D. We are going to prove (2) . For 06s¡t6T
A 1 := E Using the Burkholder-Gundy-Davis and the H older inequalities, as above, we get
m= (2 ) ; where :
Hence, we get (2). To prove (3) notice that for any ÿ ∈ [0; 1]
(1−ÿ)(Äp−1)
Hence with some constant L
; which proves (3).
Corollary 3.4. Assume (A)-(C). Let ¿1; p := q=(q − 1). Assume that Ä p ¿1=2 and set 0 := min((Ä − 1=2)= ; Ä − 1=2); ÿ 0 := min((Ä − 1=2)=Â; 1). Let v n := v n (t; x) be a sequence of F t -adapted random ÿelds such that almost surely |v n (t)| 6 n for all t ∈ [0; T ]; where n is sequence of random variables. Then for every ∈ [0; 0 ); ÿ ∈ [0; ÿ 0 ) the random ÿeld I (v n ) = I (v n )(t; x) has a modiÿcation; which is tight in
; uniformly in n; provided sup n E m n ¡∞ for su ciently large m.
Proof. This corollary follows directly from the above lemma by Kolmogorov's theorem.
Let G = G(t; x; y); s¡t; x; y ∈ D denote the Green function of the equation
with Dirichlet boundary condition u(t; x) = 0; t¿0; x ∈ @D:
We assume that a ij ∈ C 2 ( D) and that the @D is Lipschitzian. Then it is well known that G satisÿes the following estimate (see Eidelman, 1956 Eidelman, , 1961 Friedman, 1964; Ladyzhenskaya et al., 1968) :
There exist some constants K; C¿0 such that for all 06s¡t6T We will make use of the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. Set
for a sequence of random ÿelds v n = {v n (t; x): t ∈ [0; T ]; x ∈ D}. If for ¿d we have a constant C such that |v n (t)| 6C for all t ∈ [0; T ] and for all n; then
; uniformly in n. In general; there is a number ¿d such that if for ¿ we have sup n E(sup t6T |v n (t)| )¡∞; then
Proof. Notice that Ä p = (d=2)(1=p − 1 + 2=d) = − d=2 + 1¿1=2 in Lemma 3.3 i ¿d. Taking such and su ciently large m = 2 in estimates (3.12) -(3.14), we get the ÿrst statement by Kolmogorov's theorem. Taking su ciently large = m = 2 in (3.12) -(3.14) we get the second statement. , respectively, where ¿d; q¿1 such that 1=d + 1= − 1=q¿0. We use the notation A := (@=@x i )(a ij (x)@=@x j ).
Proposition 3.7. Assume that u 0 is an F 0 -measurable random variable in L (D). An L -valued F t -adapted locally bounded stochastic process {u(t); t ∈ [0; T ]} has a continuous modiÿcation satisfying
for every test function ' ∈ C 2 ( D); '(x) = 0; x ∈ @D and for all t ∈ [0; T ] if and only if one of the following condition is satisÿed:
(a) For every test function ' ∈ C 2 ( D) vanishing on the boundary @D and for all t ∈ [0; T ] Eq. (3:11) holds.
holds almost surely. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. We will construct the solution using and approximation argument, like in Gy ongy (1998). We need to prove some intermediate results.
We study ÿrst an equation obtained by truncating the operators deÿned by f and g i . We consider the equation @ @t u(t; x) = Au(t; x) + K R (|u(t)| )f(t; x; u(t; x)) + @ @x i K R (|u(t)| )g i (t; x; u(t; x))
with Dirichlet boundary conditions u(t; x) = 0; t60; x ∈ @D (4. where R is a positive number, K R = K R (r) is a C 1 (R) function such that K R (r) = 1 for r ∈ [ − R; R]; K R (r) = 0 for |r|¿R + 1 and |(d=dr)K R (r)|62 for all r ∈ R. The solution of this problem is deÿned in the same way as in the case of Eq. (1.1) and the obvious modiÿcation of (3.13) also holds.
In the sequel, we write f(v)(s; y) and f(v)(s; y) instead of f(s; y; v(s; y)) and instead of K R (|v(s)| )f(s; y; v(s; y)), respectively, when f = f(s; y; r) is a function of s ∈ [0; T ]; y ∈ D; r ∈ R, and v = {v(s; y): s ∈ [0; T ]; y ∈ D} is a random ÿeld. where ! := exp(−|u 0 | ), and is a positive constant. By Jensen's inequality there is a constant C such that
By Lemma 3.1 and assumption (H 2 ) there are constants C; K such that
Since ¿(d−1) , the assumption Ä¿0 of Lemma 3.1 is satisÿed with q := = . Taking q := = in the above estimate, we get
In the same way we get |A 1 (v)| H ¡∞. By Corollary 3.6 we may assume that A 3 (v)(t; x) is continuous in (t; x). Then using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality we have a constant C such that
Hence by Minkowski's, Young's and H older's inequalities we get a constant C such that for all t ∈ [0; T ]
Using the condition of linear growth on , by Jensen's inequality we get a constant C such that Notice that for every R¿0 for any q such that q6 = there exists a constant C R such that D) . It su ces to see this when |w| 6|z| . By the growth condition and Lipschitz condition on g i there is a constant C such that
Hence (4.5) follows by H older's inequality to obtain (4.5). By Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.5 with q6 = , and by estimate (4.4) there is a constant C such that for all t ∈ [0; T ]
Notice that Ä¿0 when q := = and ¿( − 1)d. Similarly, we can check the existence of a constant C such that
By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality there is a constant C such that
Using Minkowski's, Young's and H older's inequalities we get a constant C such that
for all t ∈ [0; T ]. By (4.4), (4.6) -(4.8) we have a constant C such that
by changing the order of integration, where
as → ∞. Consequently, for su ciently large the operator A is a contraction on H. The proof of the proposition is complete.
In order to choose a subsequence, converging in probability, from a tight sequence of random ÿelds we will make use of the following observation from Gy ongy and Krylov (1996) . (Without formulating it separately, such device was used in Kaneko and Nakao (1988) .) Lemma 4.2. Let E be a Polish space equipped with the Borel -algebra. A sequence of E-valued random element z n converges in probability if and only if for every pair of subsequences z l ; z m there exists a subsequence w k := (z l(k) ; z m(k) ) converging weakly to a random element w supported on the diagonal {(x; y) ∈ E × E: x = y}.
By the above lemma, combined with the Skorokhod representation theorem, one can constructively prove the existence of a unique solution to stochastic equations in situations when usually the following classical result of Yamada and Watanabe (1971) can be used: the pathwise uniqueness and the existence of at least one solution of a stochastic di erential equation on some probability space with some Wiener process imply the existence of a unique solution on the given probability space with the given Wiener process (see Kaneko and Nakao, 1988; Gy ongy and Krylov, 1996 and the references therein).
Let f n = f n (t; x; r); g in = g in (t; x; r) and in = in (t; x; r) be Borel functions for every integer n, such that they are globally Lipschitz in r ∈ R; f n = f; g in = g i ; in = i for |r|6n, and f n = g in = in = 0 for |r|¿n + 1. Moreover, f n ; g in = g i1n + g i2n and in satisfy the same Lipschitz conditions and the conditions on the growth as f, g i and i , respectively, with constants independents of n. Consider also a sequence of bounded and smooth random ÿelds u 0n = u 0n (x) converging to u 0 in L almost surely. In the same way as in Proposition 4.1, we have the existence of a unique solution (that we denote by u n ) of the equation @ @t u n (t; x) = Au n (t; x) + f n (t; x; u n (t; x)) + @ @x i g in (t; x; u n (t; x))
with Dirichlet boundary conditions u n (t; x) = 0, t ∈ [0; T ], x ∈ @D and the initial condition u n (0;
Lemma 4.3. The solution u n to the above stochastic partial di erential equation satisÿes the inequality
in (s; x; u n (s; x)) d x ds: (4.9)
Proof. The formula for = 2 follows from the well-known Itô formula for the square of the L 2 -norm of u n . Let us consider ¿2. Deÿnẽ f(t; x; !) := f n (t; x; u n (t; x)); g i (t; x; !) := g in (t; x; u n (t; x)); i (t; x; !) := in (t; x; u n (t; x))
uniformly bounded random ÿelds, which are smooth in x ∈ D and converge tof,g i , i , respectively, for all t; x; !. Then, for every j, consider the equation
This equation admits a unique solutionũ j which is continuous in (t; x). One knows from Krylov (1994) that 
by applying ÿrst Itô's formula to |ũ j (t; x)| q for every x ∈ D\@D and then multiplying both sides by and integrating both sides with respect to x over D and using a stochastic version of Fubini's theorem.
Clearly
Deÿne F := {x ∈ D; 6d(x; @D)62 }. Notice that for any x ∈ F there exists x * ∈ @D such that d(x; x * )62 . Hence by Corollary 3:5 (2 ) for any ¡ 1 2 with some random variable C . Choosing such that (q − 1) = 1 2 we have a random variable C such that
Clearly R (t) → 0 as → 0. Hence, taking → 0 in (4.11) we get
ij (s; x; !) dx ds: (4.12)
By integration by parts and by the boundedness ofg ij , there exist some constants C 1 and C 2 such that for any t ∈ [0; T ] and for all j¿1
Notice that by (H 1 )
Set w q := E(exp(−|u 0n | q ). Then by (4.12) and (4.13), using the boundedness off j ;g ij ;˜ ij we obtain a constant C such that
for every stopping time ; t ∈ [0; T ] and for all j.
Hence by Gronwall's lemma, for any q¿2 we have a constant C such that
Then, there exist sequences (v l ) l¿1 ; (@v l =@x) l¿1 of convex linear combinations ofũ j and @ũ j =@x such that for l → ∞; v l → u n and @v l =@x → @u n =@x in L and in L 2 , respectively, and also dP × d x × dt almost everywhere, where L is the space of F t -adapted measurable random ÿelds v(t; x) with the norm v L := E(w T 0 |v(s)| ds) 1= . Notice that v l satisÿes the stochastic di erential equation
with v l (0; x) = u 0n (x); x ∈ D; v l (t; x) = 0; t ∈ [0; T ]; x ∈ @D where the functions f (l) , g (l) i and (l) i are obtained using convex linear combinations off j ;g ij and˜ ij , respectively. From (4.14), applying Itô's formula to |v l (t; x)| q similarly as above, we get for every q¿2
i (s; x; !) dx ds;
Clearly, for every q we also have a constant C such that for all l¿1
a.s. From (4.16) and (4.17) we can obtain the uniform integrability of w q |v l (t; x)| q and
Hence, by the uniform boundedness of g
in L 1 and also dP ×dt ×d x-almost everywhere for a subsequence l → ∞. Thus, taking l → ∞ in both sides of (4.15) we get (4.9), taking into account (4.18).
Proposition 4.4. There is a constant C such that
for all n. In particular; the random variable sup 06t6T |u n (t)| is bounded in probability; uniformly in n.
Proof. Set w := exp(−|u 0n | ). From (4.9), we have
in (s; x; u n (s; x)) d x ds;
Deÿne now for any t ∈ [0; 1]; r ∈ R
Then by the boundary conditions
On the other hand, by hypothesis (H 1 ) there exist some constants C 1 ; C 2 and C 3 such that for any t ∈ [0; T ]; From Proposition 4.1, we can see that u(t) = v(t) in the stochastic interval [0; R ∧ R ]. Since P( R ∧ R ¡T ) → 0 as R → ∞, we get that almost surely u(t; x) = v(t; x) for almost every x ∈ D for all t ∈ [0; T ]. We prove the existence by constructing the solution from the sequence u n which we investigated above. By Propositions 4.4 and 3.5 the L (D)-valued stochastic processes I (1) n (t); I n (t); t ∈ [0; T ] is tight in E, uniformly in n. Therefore by Skorokhod's theorem for a given pair of subsequences u m and u l there exist subsequences m(j); l(j) of the indices m; l and a sequence of random elements z j := (ũ j ; u j ;Ŵ j ); j¿1 in B := E × E × C([0; T ]; R k ) carried by some probability space (ˆ ;F;P) such that z j converges almost surely in B to a random element (ũ; u;Ŵ ) for j → ∞. Moreover, the distributions of z j and (u m( j) ; u l( j) ; W ) coincide. HereŴ andŴ j are Wiener processes carried by the stochastic basisˆ := (ˆ ;F; (F t ) t¿0 ;P) and (ˆ ;F; (F j t ) t¿0 ;P), respectively, whereF t andF j t are the completion of the -ÿelds generated by z(s; x); s6t; x ∈ D and by z j (s; x); s6t; x ∈ D, respectively.
Then, for every test function ' ∈ C 2 (D) ; '(x) = 0 for any x ∈ @D we have 
